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News from Moriond 2017
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Classic SUSY searches
Kuwertz

Marionneau
Petridis

Huge numbers of new results – astonishing organisational achievement
No significant signals – updated limits.  More still to come with 13 TeV.

Results also interpreted in 
context of dark matter

Madsen
Gerosa  51
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Many types of long lived particles  

Spieza
Hulsbergen

Kaji
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Road ahead:




Immediate future: Large Hadron Collider

- Much more to come: 99% of the data to come



As data accumulates

2 TeV, e.g. pair of 1 TeV gluino.
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Run 1 limit

Reaching the “slow” phase after Moriond 2017



Beyond the LHC, future facilities 

Jianming Qian (University of Michigan) 16 

Proposed e+e- Colliders 

TLEP 

ILC in Japan 

at CERN 

CEPC in China 

There is also CLIC, see the presentation by Frank Simon 

来自中国的建议 
• 2012年9月“第二届中国高能加速器物理战略发展研讨会”提出了

建造周长为50-70km环形加速器的建议： 

– CEPC：质心能量为240GeV的高能正负电子对撞机(Higgs 工厂） 

– SppC：在同一隧道建造质心能量为50-90 TeV的强子对撞机。 

• 2013年6月12-14日香山会议共识：“环形正负电子对撞机Higgs工
厂(CEPC)+ 超级质子对撞机(SppC)是我国高能物理发展的重要选项
和机遇” 

• 2014年2月28日“第三届中国高能加速器物理战略发展研讨会”结
论：“环形正负电子对撞机Higgs工厂(CEPC) + 超级质子对撞机
(SppC)是我国未来高能物理发展的首要选项” 

e�e+  Higgs Factory 

pp collider  
Circular.   “Scale up” LEP+LHC

CLIC

250 GeV

FCC-ee (CERN),  CEPC(China)

~100 TeV

FCC-hh (CERN),  SppC(China)

HE-LHC, “double” LHC energy

Muon collider, perhaps more down the road



Our expectation

weak scale
100 GeV

TeV(s)

10-100 TeV

Indirect indications from
Flavor,  CP LEP precision



Our expectation

- Not too surprised that nothing has turned up yet.


- LHC may still bring surprises. Future colliders can 
probe 10s TeV regime. 


- We don’t know where new particles might be.

weak scale
100 GeV

TeV(s)

LHC

10-100 TeV

Indirect indications from
Flavor,  CP LEP precision



Where we are in theory space

More fine-tuning

More tricks

Ideal.  But, simple
ones ruled out. 
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Where we are in theory space

More fine-tuning

More tricks

 

Not very useful to build new models for old 
frameworks. 
But general idea can still work, worth testing

Ideal.  But, simple
ones ruled out. 

before LHC

now



However, keep in mind:

- This is not a fishing expedition just to find new 
particles. 


- Standard Model is not complete. Many open 
questions. 


- The goal of particle physics is to answer these 
questions! We will keep trying.
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Electroweak scale:

Naturalness and beyond



Mysteries of the electroweak scale.Electroweak phase transition

What we know now

v2 = 2|�|⇤2, and we find m2
H = �v2, µ = 7m2

H/v = (7/3)µSM , giving an O(1)
deviation in the cubic Higgs coupling relative to the Standard Model. In the
case with the non-analytic (h†h)2 log(h†h) potential, the cubic self-coupling
is µ = (5/3)µSM .

The LHC will not have the sensitivity to the triple Higgs coupling to
distinguish these possibilities. Even larger departures from the standard pic-
ture are possible — we don’t even know whether the dynamics of symmetry
breaking is well-approximated by a single light, weakly coupled scalar, as
there may be a number of light scalars, and not all of them need be weakly
coupled!

Nature of EW phase transition

- Consider a model Higgs + singlet
Simplest, but also hardest to discover.
Good testing case.

h

Wednesday, August 13, 14

?

See also Jing Shu and Tao Liu’s talk

Tuesday, January 20, 15

Figure 8: Question of the nature of the electroweak phase transition.

Understanding this physics is also directly relevant to one of the most fun-
damental questions we can ask about any symmetry breaking phenomenon,
which is what is the order of the associated phase transition. How can we
experimentally decide whether the electroweak phase transition in the early
universe was second order or first order? This question is another obvi-
ous next step following the Higgs discovery: having understood what breaks
electroweak symmetry, we must now undertake an experimental program to
probe how electroweak symmetry is restored at high energies.

A first-order phase transition is also strongly motivated by the possibility
of electroweak baryogenesis [18]. While the origin of the baryon asymmetry is
one of the most fascinating questions in physics, it is frustratingly straight-
forward to build models for baryogenesis at ultra-high energy scales, with
no direct experimental consequences. However, we aren’t forced to defer this
physics to the deep ultraviolet: as is well known, the dynamics of electroweak
symmetry breaking itself provides all the ingredients needed for baryogene-
sis. At temperatures far above the weak scale, where electroweak symmetry
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that the BCS ground state (named after John Bardeen, Leon Cooper and Robert Schrieffer, 
Nobel Prize, 1972) has spontaneously broken gauge symmetry. This means that, while the 
underlying Hamiltonian is invariant with respect to the choice of the electromagnetic gauge, the 
BCS ground state is not. This fact cast some doubts on the validity of the original explanation of 
the Meissner effect within the BCS theory, which, though well motivated on physical grounds, 
was not explicitly gauge invariant. Nambu finally put these doubts to rest, after earlier 
important contributions by Philip Anderson (Nobel Prize, 1977) [28] and others had fallen short 
of providing a fully rigorous theory. In the language of particle physics the breaking of a local 
gauge symmetry, when a normal metal becomes superconducting, gives rise to a finite mass for 
the photon field inside the superconductor. The conjugate length scale is nothing but the 
London penetration depth. This example from superconductivity showed that a gauge theory 
could give rise to small length scales if the local symmetry is spontaneously broken and hence to 
short range forces. Note though, that the theory in this case is non-relativistic since it has a 
Fermi surface. In his paper of 1960 Nambu [27] studied a quantum field theory for hypothetical 
fermions with chiral symmetry. This symmetry is global and not of the gauge type. He assumed 
that by giving a vacuum expectation value to a condensate of fields it is spontaneously broken, 
and he could then show that there is a bound state of the fermions, which he interpreted as the 
pion. This result follows from general principles without detailing the interactions. If the 
symmetry is exact, the pion must be massless. By giving the fermions a small mass the 
symmetry is slightly violated and the pion is given a small mass. Note that this development 
came four years before the quark hypothesis.  

Soon  after  Nambu’s  work, Jeffrey Goldstone [29] pointed out that an alternative way to break 
the symmetry spontaneously is to introduce a scalar field with the quantum numbers of the 
vacuum and to give it a vacuum expectation value. He studied some different cases but the most 
important one was that of a complex massive scalar field 𝜑 = √   (𝜑 + 𝑖𝜑 ) with a Lagrangian 

density of the form 

𝐿 =   𝜕   𝜑  𝜕   𝜑 −  𝜇   𝜑  𝜑 − 𝜆
6   (𝜑  𝜑) , 

where 𝜑 is the complex conjugate of 𝜑,  and the coupling constant 𝜆  is positive. This Lagrangian 
is invariant under a global rotation of the phase of the field φ, 𝜑   ⟶  𝑒   𝜑, ie. a U(1) symmetry 
as in QED, although not a local one. Suppose now that one chooses the square of the mass, 𝜇 , to 
be a negative number. Then  the  potential  looks  like  a  “Mexican  hat”:  
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Mysteries of the electroweak scale.

- How to predict/calculate Higgs mass?


- What does the rest of the Higgs potential look 
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The energy scale of new physics
responsible for EWSB

Electroweak scale, 100 GeV.  
mh , mW …

What is this energy scale? 
MPlanck = 1019 GeV, …? 

If so, why is so different from 100 GeV?
The so called naturalness problem

How to predict Higgs mass?



The energy scale of new physics
responsible for EWSB

Electroweak scale, 100 GeV.  
mh , mW …

Naturalness of electroweak symmetry breaking

TeV new physics.
Naturalness motivated

Many models, ideas.
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Figure 2: Masses of the lightest colored KK fermions in the MCHM5 (upper plot), and in the
MCHM10 (lower plot). Different symbols denote KKs with different quantum numbers under
SU(2)L×U(1)Y , as specified in the plots. Both plots are for ϵ = 0.5, N = 8. In the upper one

we have varied 0.28 < cq < 0.38, 0 < cu < 0.41, 0.32 < !mu < 0.42, −3.5 < "Mu < −2.2 (filled

points), or 0.2 < cq < 0.35, −0.25 < cu < −0.42, −1.3 < !mu < 0.2, 0.1 < "Mu < 2.3 (empty
points). In the lower plot we have varied 0.36 < cq < 0.45, 0 < cu < 0.38, 0.8 < !mu < 3,

−3 < "Mu < −0.3. The black continuous line is the fit to the mass of the lightest resonance
according to Eqs. (15) and (18).
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Stop too heavy to be natural Composite top partner too 
light, excluded

Such conclusions too simplistic, “work around” available.

A bit uncomfortable, yes. Not time to give up just yet. 



Direct searches

LHC will keep searching for such new particles

Future colliders, FCC-hh/SPPC, can continue the quest. 



Testing naturalness at 100 TeV pp collider

Fine tuning:  (MNP)-2



Stealthy top partner. “twin”

- Top partner not colored. Higgs decay through hidden 
world and back. 


- Lead to Higgs rare decays.

Craig, Katz, Strassler, Sundrum 

Chacko, Goh, Harnik



More exotic ideas

Low scale landscape “fat” Higgs

Talk by Arkani-Hamed CEPC workshop Sept. 2016

Can’t hide from the Higgs.

Higgs rare decay. Higgs coupling



Bottom line on naturalness

- It is the most pressing question of EWSB.

How should we predict the Higgs mass?


- We have ideas, but maybe not the right one. 


- No confirmation of any of the proposed models. 


- Confusion is good for physics. Challenging the foundation 
of our understanding of Quantum Field Theory.


- Need experimental guidance.


- Fortunately, with Higgs, we know where to look.


- Clue to any possible way to address naturalness problem 
must show up in Higgs coupling measurement.



LHC entering precision measurement stage 

 4-5% on Higgs coupling,  reach TeV new physics



Higgs coupling: a “no-lose”

- Any attempt to address the Higgs mass problem 
has to introduce something couples to the Higgs. 


Will generally induce shifts in Higgs coupling.
and accumulate an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1.1
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Figure 19. The 7 parameter fit result, and comparison with the HL-LHC. The projections for
CEPC at 250 GeV with 5 ab

�1 integrated luminosity are shown. The CEPC results without com-
bination with HL-LHC input are shown with dashed edges. The LHC projections for an integrated
luminosity of 300 fb�1 are shown in dashed edges.

The CEPC Higgs properties measurements mark a giant step beyond the HL-LHC.2

First of all, in contrast to the LHC, a lepton collider Higgs factory is capable of measuring3

the absolute width and coupling strengths of the Higgs boson. A comparison with the4

HL-LHC is only possible with model dependent assumptions. One of such comparison is5

within the framework of a 7-parameter fit, shown in Fig. 19. Even with this set of restrictive6

assumptions, the advantage of the CEPC is still significant. The measurement of Z is more7

than a factor 10 better. The CEPC can also improve significantly on a set of channels which8

suffers from large background at the LHC, such as b, c, and g. We emphasize that this9

is comparing with the HL-LHC projection with aggressive assumptions about systematics.10

Such uncertainties are typically under much better control at lepton colliders. Within this11

7 parameter set, the only coupling which HL-LHC can give a competitive measurement is12

� , for which the CEPC’s accuracy is limited by statistics. This is also the most valuable13

input that the HL-LHC can give to the Higgs coupling measurement at the CEPC, which14

underlines the importance of combining the results of these two facilities.15

We also remark on the couplings which are left out in this fit. The most obvious16

omission is the BR
inv

. The CEPC with 5 ab�1 can measure this to a high accuracy of17

0.25%, as shown in Table 13. At the same time, the HL-LHC can only manage a much18

lower accuracy 6 � 17% [9].19

As we have discussed above, one of the greatest advantages of lepton collider Higgs20

factory is the capability of determining the Higgs coupling model independently. The pro-21

jection of such a determination at the CEPC is shown in Fig. 20. For comparison, we have22

discussion, see Refs. [9, 52, 65–67].

– 32 –

Z =
ghZ(Measured)

ghZ(SM)

6 OVERVIEW OF THE PHYSICS CASES FOR CEPC-SPPC

m�1

H

Z

Z

Z

Z

H H

LHC CEPC

H

H

H ?
H

H

H

LHC CEPC/SPPC

Thursday, January 22, 15Figure 2.1 A sketch of two of the central goals of the CEPC and SppC. The CEPC will probe whether the Higgs
is truly “elementary", with a resolution up to a hundred times more powerful than the LHC. The SppC will see, for
the first time, a fundamentally new dynamical process—the self-interaction of an elementary particle—uniquely
associated with the Higgs.

two points are sketched in Fig. 2.1, and represent the central physics questions the CEPC and SppC are193

guaranteed to attack and resolve.194

At an even more fundamental level, much of the excitement surrounding the CEPC and SppC stems195

from the bold leap into completely uncharted new territory they offer, probing energy scales where we196

have long had reasons to expect fundamental new physical principles at play. The CEPC measurements197

of Higgs interactions with other particles, with an accuracy of nearly one part in a thousand, will provide198

a multitude of clues to its microscopic structure well beyond the capabilities of the LHC. The SppC will199

allow us to hunt for new fundamental particles an order of magnitude heavier than we can possibly200

produce with the LHC, and new particles the LHC may produce in small numbers will be produced with201

up to a thousand times higher rate, giving us a new window into the quantum-mechanical vacuum of202

our universe with a hundred-fold greater resolution than ever before.203

Over the past year, a large group of theorists around the world have embarked on detailed studies of204

the physics potential of the CEPC and SppC, spanning a wide range of topics, resulting in dozens of205

papers [3–27]. Needless to say these studies are all in early stages, and many years of intensive work206

have yet to be done to arrive at a complete picture of the capabilities of these machines. Our aim in this207

overview section is not to exhaustively review the wide array of results found to date, as these will likely208

be continuously improved in the near future. Instead, we will give a high-level summary of the central209

scientific issues at stake, and draw on the studies that have been carried out to show that the leap in210

precision and energy offered by the CEPC/SppC project is just what is needed to robustly tackle many211

of the most profound mysteries that confront us, especially focusing on the nature of the electroweak212

phase transition, the origin and naturalness of the electroweak scale, and electroweakly interacting dark213

matter. More details and additional studies are provided in the subsequent sections of the report.214

Higgs factory has what it takes!

Higgs Factory



Nature of EW phase transition

h

Wednesday, August 13, 14

?

What we know from LHC
LHC upgrades won’t go much further

“wiggles” in Higgs potential

Big difference in triple Higgs coupling



Probing nature of EW phase transition
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Similarly FCC-ee and ILC 250



Dark matter


More specifically: WIMP DM



Dark matter

It is there. Not a theorist’s imagination.

 


Only seen its gravitational interaction.

We have to understand them better.

Collider search is a key approach.



WIMP miracle

- Thermal equilibrium in the early universe.


- If  gD ∼ 0.1 MD ∼ 10s GeV - TeV


We get the right relic abundance of dark matter.


- Major hint for weak scale new physics!

DM

DM

SM



Simplest WIMP:  part of weak multiplet

- Mediated by W/Z/h.


- Predictive, no unkown particle as mediator.


- The original WIMP proposal.

q

q̄

W±

χ±

χ0

q

q̄

Z/γ/h

χ±, χ0

χ∓, χ0



WIMP mass

- More precisely, to get the correct relic abundance

DM

DM

SM

MWIMP  1.8 TeV

✓
g2

0.3

◆

TeV-ish in simplest models



“standard” story.

DM

No discovery
 yet



“standard” story.

DM

No discovery
 yet

Of course, most WIMP parameter space not covered yet.
Still plausible at the LHC, will keep looking.



Focus more on basic channel
- pair production + additional radiation.


- Mono-jet, mono-photon, mono-Higgs...


- Have become “Standard” LHC searches.

p

p

γ, jet

χDM

χDM
jet, or γ+ E̸T

DM

DM

SM

Beltran, Hooper, Kolb, Krusberg, Tait,  1002.4137
Goodman, Ibe, Rajaraman, Shepherd, Tait, Yu, 1005.1286
Bai, Fox, Harnik, 1005.3797 



Mono-X 

- Very challenging. Systematics dominated

No limit from the 8 TeV run. 


Very weak discovery reach at 14 TeV, 3 ab-1 .


- Reach at lepton collider, about 1/2 ECM.
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At 100 TeV pp collider
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Figure 14: Summary of collider reach for neutralino dark matter.

while the discovery reach ranged from 350 � 700 GeV. Mixed dark matter parameter space

already receives strong constraints from direct detection and a more thorough study on the

impact of collider searches on this parameter space would be worthwhile.

Finally bino dark matter was studied, bringing various coannihilators into the spectrum to

avoid overclosing the universe. These scenarios utilized the monojet search to project reach.

The stop coannihilation exclusion reach was found to be m�̃ ⇠ 2.8 TeV and the discovery

reach to bem�̃ ⇠ 2.1 TeV. As the thermally-saturating bino mass in this case ism�̃ ⇠ 1.8 TeV

(and mt̃ ⇠ 1.8 TeV), dark matter can be either excluded or discovered in this channel. The

gluino coannihilation, on the other hand, was found to only reach the thermal bino mass for

a splitting of �m = 30 GeV, corresponding to m�̃ ⇠ 6.2 TeV and mg̃ ⇠ 6.23 TeV, so the

thermal parameter space is not entirely closed. Finally squark coannihilation can be excluded

up to m�̃ ⇠ 4.0 TeV and stau coannihilation cannot be probed in the monojet channel.

In addition to the aforementioned interplay with mixed dark matter and neutralino blindspots,

useful future work would be to look at how adding in more search channels can improve the

dark matter collider reach. Such searches would include monophoton searches, razor searches,

vector boson fusions searches, and multilepton searches. Another principal direction to ex-

tend these studies would be to look at the impact of bringing down other particles into the

low energy spectrum.

– 20 –
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Consider new interactions of DM

scalar or Z’ 

IIT-CAPP-13-06, ANL-HEP-PR-13-38

Dark matter with t-channel mediator: a simple step beyond contact interaction

Haipeng An1, Lian-Tao Wang2, and Hao Zhang3,4,5
1Perimeter Institute, Waterloo, Ontarrio N2L 2Y5, Canada

2Kavli Institute for Cosmological Physics and the Enrico Fermi Institute,
The University of Chicago, 5640 S. Ellis Ave, Chicago, IL 60637

3 Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois 60616-3793, USA
4 High Energy Physics Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439, USA

5 Department of Physics, University of California, Santa Barbara, California 93106, USA
(Dated: January 2, 2014)

E↵ective contact operators provide the simplest parameterization of dark matter searches at
colliders. However, light mediator can significantly change the sensitivity and search strategies.
Considering simple models of mediators is an important next-step for collider searches. In this
paper, we consider the case of a t-channel mediator. Its presence opens up new contributions to the
monojet+ 6 ET searches and can change the reach significantly. We also study the complementarity
between searches for processes of monojet+ 6 ET and direct pair production of the mediators. There
is a large region of parameter space in which the monojet+ 6 ET search provides the stronger limit.
Assuming the relic abundance of the dark matter is thermally produced within the framework of
this model, we find that in the Dirac fermion dark matter case, there is no region in the parameter
space that satisfies the combined constraint of monojet+ 6 ET search and direct detection; whereas
in the Majorana fermion dark matter case, the mass of dark matter must be larger than about 100
GeV. If the relic abundance requirement is not assumed, the discovery of the t-channel mediator
predicts additional new physics.

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d,95.30.Cq

I. INTRODUCTION

The identity of dark matter (DM) is one of the central
questions in particle physics and cosmology. Many exper-
imental e↵orts are underway to search for the answer. It
is also one of the main physics opportunities of the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC). In recent years, there have been
significant progress in using simple e↵ective field theory
to combine the results of the LHC searches with limits
from direct detection experiments [1–17]. There have also
been earlier studies for similar search channels [18–20].
The contact operator approach is based on the sim-

plified assumption that the particles conducting the in-
teraction between DM and the SM particles are heavy,
and therefore can be integrated out. The constraints on
the energy scale of these e↵ective operators from the LHC
searches are around several hundred GeV scale. However,
with the ability to probe up to TeV energy scale, the uni-
tarity constraints might be violated at the LHC. As a re-
sult, the constraints from contact operator studies cannot
be applied directly to UV complete models. Therefore,
it is useful to consider the case in which the mediator
is lighter and within its energy reach. This would in-
evitably introduce more model dependence. Therefore,
it is useful to consider the simplest extensions first.
One such simple scenario is the so-called “s-channel”

model, in which the scattering of the DM with nucleus
is mediated by the exchange of a mediator particle �, as
shown in the left panel of Fig. 1. At colliders, it can
be produced as a s-channel resonance through the qq̄ !
� ! ��̄ process. Hence, the limit from monojet+ 6 ET
type searches can be a↵ected significantly. At the same
time, direct searches for resonance �, such as in the di-jet
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FIG. 1: Diagrams for direct detection mediated by s-channel
(left panel) and t-channel (mediators).

channel, provides complementary information. This has
been demonstrated in the case that the mediator � is a
massive spin-1 particle [21–23].

In this paper, we consider the other simple possibility
in which the DM nucleus interaction is mediated by go-
ing through a intermediate state. We call this t-channel
mediator. We focus on the cases that the DM is ei-
ther a Dirac or Majorana fermion. In this case, the
light mediator also plays an important (and di↵erent)
role in the collider searches. In particular, it contributes
to the monojet+ 6 ET searches by being directly produced
and decaying into q + �, as shown in (d1-d4) of Fig. 2.
Moreover, in the most monojet+ 6 ET search by the CMS
collaboration [24] , a second hard jet is also allowed to
increase the signal rate. As a result, this search is also
sensitive to the di-jet+ 6 ET processes, especially in the re-
gion where the mediator can be pair-produced. At the
meanwhile, the process of the pair-production of the me-

 squark like



MonoX vs direct search for mediator

For a “to-do-list”, see dark matter forum publication:  1507.00966
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More dark-stuff searches
- Looking for dark sector. Very weakly coupled to the SM. 


Connection with dark matter, neutrino, etc. 


Many have not been searched for yet.


- Can come from Higgs portal, but could be more general.


- Displaced-Long lived, soft, kink, … 

Curtin and Sundrum



SUSY
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Many open questions, and ideas to test.



Looking towards the future.

- Uncertain for sure.


- But, we are not completely in the dark.

We have challenges. We have interesting questions 


Electroweak symmetry breaking, dark matter, and 
much more. 


- LHC and beyond, we will keep searching for 
answers.



A lot to look forward to!

H



Higgs coupling vs direct search
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Generic searches, pushing boundary

mass

coupling

covered by exp searches

dark sector

strongly coupled

A lot of models motivating these searches may look
 like solutions waiting for a problem.

But, we should cast a wide net for unexpected.



Higgs rare decay at hadron collider

- The “ultimate” Higgs factories
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100 TeV > 2 billion

33 TeV > 500 million

14 TeV > 150 million

# of Higgses in 3 ab-1

In comparison,  O(million) 
Higgs at ee Higgs factories

Hadron collider good for rare but clean signal



Some possible channels

Good sensitivity from the LHCadapted from slides of Zhen Liu 



Examples

- Final states can be di-boson, ttbar, etc.


- Can be closely related to electroweak symmetry 
breaking

SM

broad resonance

long tails

no rate beyond this

E



In addition to high energy colliders

- High intensity beams


- Observation of early universe


- Table top experiments


- …


- Should think of even more possible probes. 


- Here, I will focus on colliders and the questions 
they can directly address. 



New physics Higgs rare decays

Curtin, Gori, Shelton
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Figure 5.45 Expected 95% CLs limits on the total exotic Higgs decay branching ratio, Br(h ! ZDZD), at a
100 TeV pp collider. Gray bands correspond to regions where quarkonium background may invalidate the analysis
of [350]. The limits obtained in [344] from a recast of LHC Run 1 results are shown in red (h ! ZZ⇤ ! 4` search
by CMS [358]) and blue (ATLAS ZZ cross section measurement [360]) shaded regions. The limit from the CMS 8
TeV h ! 2a ! 4µ search [361] is shaded in orange, assuming equal efficiencies for pseudoscalar and dark photon
decay to muons.

Figure 5.46 Estimate of expected 95% CLs limits on ✏ for different Br(h ! ZDZD) at a 100 TeV collider,
assuming a displaced lepton jet search has the same sensitivity to decays within a distance L from the interaction
point as a prompt ZDZD search (see Fig. 5.45). A detector size L of 10 m is assumed. Gray shaded regions show
current constraints [362].

However, even more spectacular sensitivity is possible if the majority of dark photons decay outside of5354

the detector. This would allow Br(h ! ZDZD) to be as large as 0.5% without being constrained by5355

invisible Higgs branching ratio measurements at future lepton colliders [345, 346]. In that case, ✏ values5356

as low as 10

�10 � 10

�7 can be probed by looking for highly displaced dark photon decays (see green5357

More examples. Such as possible 
connection with naturalness mentioned earlier

dark photon



Understanding the Higgs better
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Petrucciani


